Name______________________________

ou

Date __________________

ow

Circle the ou words..
Underline the ow words..
After taking a shower, I plopped on the couch and found a program
about cowboys in a rodeo. I knew they rounded up cows. Now, I see
them taking down bulls that pounded their hooves, scowled at the
riders, and ran around in a large circle. They sometimes rode
powerful bulls that snorted loudly and tried to bounce the rider to
the ground. The crowd gasped when the rider fell o# the brown bull.
They didn’t make a sound until a clown came out, growled at the
bull, and ran around the arena to distract the bull until the rider was
safe. Everyone cheered and shouted excitedly as the rider proudly
walked away. Wow!

Answer the questions in complete sentences.
1. What did I watch on TV?

___________________________________________________

2. What did the bulls do when the riders tried to take them down?

___________________________________________________

3. What did the bulls do when the cowboys rode on their backs?

___________________________________________________

4. How did the rider get out safely after falling o# the bull?

___________________________________________________
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ANSWERS

ou

ow

Circle the ou words..
Underline the ow words..
After taking a shower, I plopped on the couch and found a program
about cowboys in a rodeo. I knew they rounded up cows. Now, I see
them taking down bulls that pounded their hooves, scowled at the
riders, and ran around in a large circle. They sometimes rode
powerful bulls that snorted loudly and tried to bounce the rider to
the ground. The crowd gasped when the rider fell o# the brown bull.
They didn’t make a sound until a clown came out, growled at the
bull, and ran around the arena to distract the bull until the rider was
safe. Everyone cheered and shouted excitedly as the rider proudly
walked away. Wow!

Answer the questions in complete sentences.
1. What did I watch on TV?
I watched a program about cowboys in a rodeo.
___________________________________________________

2. What did the bulls do when the riders tried to take them down?
The bulls pounded their hooves, scowled, and ran around the circle.
___________________________________________________

3. What did the bulls do when the cowboys rode on their backs?
The bulls snorted loudly and tried to bounce the rider to the ground.
___________________________________________________

4. How did the rider get out safely after falling o# the bull?
A clown came out, growled at the bull, and ran around the ring to
___________________________________________________
distract the bull.
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